Ephesos
So, let's have a recap. What happened last time?
Etris
Well, we just beat the cross ghoul.
Kaval
And rested.
Etris
Conall and John went exploring for the guy that ran off.
Conall
Last time, Toby was kidnapped, and we have 13 hours to save him before he becomes a goblin forever.
Kaval
You made that joke already.
Conall
It was funny last time, too.
Etris
Oh, another ball was used.
Kaval
Butterflies.
Etris
Butterflies.
Kaval
And octopus.
John
The one I killed?
Kaval
Is there anything else, or should we begin?
Etris
Hey, I think I killed the Octopus.
John
Heheh.
Ephesos
Alright, that sounds about right. Let's begin.
After resting, you feel significantly better. Cumulo still looks dazed, and Lindy is tending to him.
Kaval's arm still hurts, but it's not quite as bad as before.
It's still day, assuming that there is such a thing as night here. A few wispy clouds have blown across the sky, forming vaguely-threatening shapes.
If everyone could roll a quick Perception check, that'd be lovely.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kaval
"Is is just me, or are the exits in defferent places than they used to be?"
Conall
"No, I see it too.."
Ephesos
The air still smells faintly of burnt zombie.
John
"You guys are crazy."
Kaval
"No, I'm sure of it now. They moved."
Ephesos
A raven flies by overhead. It appears to be carrying something shiny.
Conall
Which direction is it going?
Kaval
"Hi there, raven!"
Ephesos
The raven does not respond. It begins to circle the chamber.
Does the direction really matter? You don't have any benchmarks.
Conall
Well, I was just thinking that it might be going in a direction that one of the paths is going, but it doesnt matter I guess.
Kaval
"Come down and see us!"
John
"Anyone have food?"
Ephesos
You see the raven drop whatever shiny thing it was carrying, and it flies off, with a muffled squawk. The shiny thing is now falling down towards you.
Conall
I assume we all have basic rations so that we don't starve
Kaval
"Lindy does. She won't mind if we borrow it."
John
"I call shiny thing!"
Conall
Uh... is it a glass ball?
Kaval
I catch it.
Ephesos
Kaval moves to intercept the shiny thing, which, as it gets closer, appears to be a glass ball.
Conall
I'm going to back away, quickly :p
John
"I changed my mind!"
"It's all you!"
Kaval
I catch it anyway. "Stand back!"
Ephesos
As soon as Kaval catches the glass ball, it emits a bright flash of blue light and turns to dust.
Roll Perception if you wish.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
John
Oh my, eagle eyes over here.
Kaval
(Wow, what are the odds of that?)
(Well, 1/400 I guess, but still)
Etris
(Dang... two 20s in a row)
Kaval
"Huh. It looks like a storm is coming."
Conall
"Yeah, I was just about to say..."
John
"Looks clear to me."
Ephesos
You all hear a distant rumble.
Kaval
"John, from now on, whatever you think you see, just assume it's the opposite."
John
"Fair enough."
"Shall we invoke our tried and true run tactic?"
Conall
"Okay, so I don't really want to get caught in this storm, could we..."
Kaval
"From a thunderstorm?"
Conall
"...find cover?"
John
"What you didn't run from thunderstorms back in... normal world?"
Kaval
". . . you know, all this time, I don't think we've seen any cover. Still, we might as well try looking."
John
"There was that clocktower... wherever that is now."
Conall
"Well, presumably the clock tower should offer some, right?"
Ephesos
In the distance, you can spot what looks like the edge of a forest. You can no longer see the clocktower.
At the moment, there are four passages leading off of this chamber. All of them appear to lead downhill.
Kaval
"We could try that forest, but it feels a little too convenient."
Conall
Any towards the direction of the forest?
Ephesos
One appears to lead that way, although the forest is a long way off. If you had to guess, it's at least a day's march.
John
"You're not supposed to stand under trees during a thunderstorm..."
"And since we're elevated, we won't drown this time..."
Kaval
"Hey, the clouds are thicker right above us than anywhere else."
Ephesos
You hear another rumble.
Kaval
"We should try moving, and see if they follow us."
Conall
"On the other hand, you're assuming this storm is going to be like storms in the real world."
"I'll second the vote for moving there. Hanging around here isn't helping any, though."
Kaval
I walk down the path toward the forest.
Conall
I'll follow him.
John
"I voted no, for the record." I follow the group.
Ephesos
You walk down the path, which is littered with bones. Lindy and Cumulo follow after you, though they're not moving quite as quickly.
John
"Bone path, great idea guys."
Kaval
"Hey, if it weren't for bones, I wouldn't have this nifty bone-spear."
"In fact, I'm going to make myself a second one as we go. Hold Tibula for me."
Conall
"At least if they're bones, they can't attack us."
John
I briefly consider making a cool bone hat out of bones and the rags we have, but reconsider.
Wish I still had that bucket and broom, what a fine hat those would have made.
Kaval
I give my spear to John, and set about sharpening another as I walk.
Ephesos
The path slopes downward, towards a three-way intersection. You spot a figure on the ground in front of the intersection.
Conall
Lets rush to greet him!
Ephesos
You hear another rumble.
Conall
"Greetings, stranger. Are you hurt?"
John
"Always a bad plan." I raise the bone spear threateningly.
Kaval
"Give me that!" I snatch it back.
Ephesos
The stranger is unresponsive, probably due to the large, dead trout that has landed on his head.
John
"I hate this place."
Ephesos
He's short, has a goatee, and is wearing wizard's robes.
A shortsword lies on the ground a few feet away.
John
"Now we gotta watch out for fish falling from the sky?"
I rifle through the man's clothes while I complain.
Conall
"At least we won't starve, right?"
Kaval
"Hey, stranger, wake up." I shake him.
Ephesos
As you try to pick through the stranger's clothes, he groggily comes around. He brushes the large fish off of him.
You hear a wet thud a short distance away.
John
"Oh, I was just making sure you were okay." (Bluff)
Etris
"Oy..."
Ephesos
Roll it.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Etris
"And you decided to feel me up?"
Groan and get to my feet.
Ephesos
More thuds follow.
Etris
Then recollect my shortsword. And grab the trout.
Conall
"John does that to all the strange men he finds. But, well met. Who are you?"
Etris
"Etris Tanner. Battlemage of the fourth Tyinian Regiment."
Ephesos
A large seabass crashes into the wall next to you, sending bits of fish everywhere.
Conall
"And lets walk and talk - I don't fancy getting battered by this fish..."
Kaval
"Hell with that, I run from Fish Rain." I run.
Ephesos
You hear Cumulo yelp as he is caught in a spray of minnows.
Lindy tries to help him bat the small fish away.
John
"Right, lets go!"
Etris
(I'm trying to play the appropriate music on my computer. But there's not much that goes with a fish storm.)
Ephesos
Which way?
Conall
"Where to?"
John
Towards forest, right?
Conall
Sure.
John
Same direction we were heading in.
Kaval
Yes.
Etris
I follow them, grumbling.
Conall
We were at an intersection though.
Ephesos
You can't spot the forest from here, so you're not sure which passage leads towards it.
The walls are slightly higher than usual.
Conall
I call left.
Kaval
"Yes, left!"
Ephesos
Etris, roll a quick Dexterity check.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Ephesos
Etris narrowly dodges a three-foot grouper as it splats onto the stone floor.
Etris
"Holy Carp!"
Ephesos
(groan)
Conall
"Ugh, we could really do with some cover trout about now...."
Etris
(I know,I couldn't resist.)
Conall
Anyway, we're going left.
Ephesos
You flee down the left passage, which is empty. You dodge carp, trout, and all the other fish falling from the sky.
Etris
Can I catch a few?
John
As we run, I pick up the most hat-sized fish I can fine.
Ephesos
You come to another three-way intersection.
Kaval
"Right! Right, god damn you all!"
Ephesos
And yes, you can try to catch some. Roll for it.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
John
Can't I just pick one up?
Etris
They're splatting as they hit the ground.
Did I catch any fish?
Ephesos
Etris barely manages to snatch a small sunfish out of the air, before the rain becomes too intense.
Etris
(Yay!)
Kaval
I look up. Is the storm still concentrated over us?
Ephesos
John attempts to pick up small fish as you pelt down the right passageway, throwing them in a hat.
Roll Perception.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Ephesos
You can't quite tell where the storm is centered. You've been running too much.
The walls in this passage are worn and crumbling, but still standing. Huge blocks of stone litter the passage, making it harder to run at full speed.
Kaval
Any cover?
Ephesos
Everyone make a Dexterity check, please.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Ephesos
The debris slows down the group rather a lot, and the rain of fish holds steady.
Everyone except John spends one Stamina to hold the current pace.
You can spot a few dead trees in the distance. They might afford some cover.
Etris
"Head for the trees!"
I run for the trees.
Kaval
Me too.
John
I follow.
Ephesos
Miraculously, this passage appears to be a straight shot into a large chamber, full of dead trees.
Several exits branch off from this chamber.
Kaval
I pick the tree that looks best, and get under it.
Etris
I second that.
Conall
I pick the tree that offers most cover, not that looks prettiest.
Ephesos
You crowd under a sturdy-looking tree, and manage to avoid the most damaging of the fish. Eventually, the rain slows, fading to a dull 'splat' every few minutes.
Conall
How many exits branch off, and can we see the forest from here?
Ephesos
Three exits, not counting the one you came in from.
And the walls here are too high to spot the forest.
Etris
"What forest?"
Kaval
"We saw a forest in the distance a while. It's far from here, though, and we're not sure which direction it's in now."
John
Are any of the walls fake?
Kaval
Could I climb one of the trees?
Ephesos
John wanders off to check the walls, as Kaval ponders the trees. They appear relatively sturdy, particularly the one you took shelter under.
(If you choose to climb, roll for it.)
Kaval
"Don't fall into the walls again, John!"
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Conall
I'm going to speak, loudly, and ask "Excuse me, are there any worms around here who could help us?"
Ephesos
The only sound you hear is John dragging one of his hats along the wall as Kaval effortlessly climbs the tree.
The stormclouds also seem to have dissipated, leaving only a stench of fish.
Kaval
"Hey guys, I can see the forest, but it looks father away than before."
Conall
"Ugh. Can you see the chamber we were in before?"
"The large one, with the ghouls?"
Kaval
"I don't know. They all look alike."
"Also, there may be zombies between here and the forest."
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Kaval
"Hey, there's this suspicious bird heading toward us. I'm going to keep an eye on it."
John
"Could it be an owl?"
Kaval
"Doubt it. More like a vulture or hawk or something."
"Still, get a hat ready."
John
I'll get ready to throw.
Etris
I draw my sword and ready myself.
"What's wrong, guys?"
Kaval
"How can you guys not see this thing, it's huge!"
"It's coming this way!"
Ephesos
You can all see the bird now. It looks big.
Kaval
I dual-wield my bone spears!
Ephesos
The bird is flying straight toward where Kaval is sitting in the tree.
Kaval
I let out a warcry!
Conall
"Hey, bird!"
John
"Jarreth? Changed your mind about that hat?"
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Etris
"Why are all you nutjobs talking to the giant bird?!?"
Conall
"Oh, the "king" of the labyrinth can transform into an owl"
Ephesos
You all watch as Kaval lunges out of the tree at the bird, and only succeeds at getting plucked out of the tree by the bird.
John
Let loose the hat!
Etris
"...I'd call you crazy, but I just got rained on by trout. So..."
Kaval
My warcry quickly dissipated into a howl of terror as I fall.
(Or does it have me in it's talons or something?)
Etris
Fire a sunray at it.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Kaval
Woah, if it's still got me, don't throw things at it! 
Etris
(You'd rather be up in the air when it drops you?)
(Or taken to a nest and fed to its young?)
Kaval
I'll take my chances with the young before I let you guys lob things in my general direction!
I moan as I see projectiles headed up at my and the bird.
Ephesos
The vulture shrieks as a bolt of energy strikes it, quickly followed by a razor-hat.
Etris
(That's one big vulture)
Ephesos
Amazingly, none of it hits Kaval, as he struggles with the bird. Now that it's so close, you'd estimate its wingspan at 15 feet.
John
I'll throw again.
Etris
Hit it with a force blast.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Etris
Uh oh...
John
(crap)
Conall
I'm going to try and use my whip to get hold of its leg, and to try and stop it flying off with Kaval.
Also, it should be funny :p
Etris
(You have a whip?)
Conall
(Yes. It was on my character sheet)
Ephesos
(the bird is too far away for melee combat)
Etris's force bolt misses the bird, but clips Kaval, dealing 1 point of damage and nearly knocking him out of the bird's grasp. The second hat, however, flies true.
The vulture squawks angrily as it tries to fly away.
Kaval
"Ow, thanks new guy."
Kaval
Can I see where it might be taking me? How high am I?
Can I climb the bird and attempt to put the rags in my inventory over its eyes?
Like one of those tame falcons?
Ephesos
The bird is maybe seventy feet off of the ground, and you're too scared of falling to move very much.
Kaval
Right, looks like I'm in your hands, guys.
Etris
Try another force blast?
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
John
"Sorry, but I'm not wasting another hat!" :P
Just kidding.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Etris
(You know, the odds of that have to be pretty low)
Ephesos
The force bolt clips Kaval again, dealing another point of damage.
Kaval
"Ahg, why did we let him come with us?"
Etris
(I need to start aiming higher, it seems...)
Ephesos
The third hat, like the other two, flies true and lodges itself in one of the bird's wings. It shrieks, and starts to tumble down out of the sky.
Kaval
I try to position myself on top of the bird as it falls.
John
I'll go gather my hats, if possible.
Kaval
I got good dexterity, right?
John
"Someone catch him!"
Etris
I move closer to where it's falling, so as to attack it with my shortsword if it's still alive.
Ephesos
Amazingly, Kaval manages to maneuver so that he lands on top of the bird. He still takes 3 points of damage from the fall, but he survives. The bird lands not too far outside of one of the chamber's exits.
Etris
"That's gotta hurt."
Run to the exit where the bird fell.
Kaval
I get up, and walk back toward the group. "Etris, you're new, so I'll take this slow. I'm. On. Your. Side."
Etris
"If you're in my line of fire, it's not my fault if you get hit!"
John
"He did save you from whatever the bird had planned, Kaval."
"Would you have rather been fed to the young?!
Etris
I'd like to examine the giant vulture for anything unusual or useful.
Kaval
". . . what young? Like, young birds? They're probably less dangerous than Etris."
John
"True."
Ephesos
The vulture was not carrying anything other than Kaval when it died.
Etris
"Hey, I wasn't the one who launched myself into its talons!"
John
"True as well."
Ephesos
As you argue about who shot what, a frantic-looking Lindy emerges from a side-passage. She's covered in fish bits.
Lindy
Guys, hey!
Etris
"AAHH! That woman has a beard!"
Lindy
I punch Etris.
"Thanks for reminding me."
Ephesos
(No damage, but Etris is knocked to the ground.)
Kaval
"Lindy, when we get out of here, you're the only one I'm not going to sell to the orcs. On an unrelated note, I'm injured."
Lindy
"I can take care of that Kaval" Heal.
Ephesos
Lindy spends one stamina healing Kaval back to full.
Conall
"So we still don't know which direction to go in, right?"
Ephesos
John recovers all of his hats from the vulture's carcass. They smell.
Kaval
"Well, there are more birds back the way we came, and zombies toward the forest, which seems to get further away as we tried to walk toward it."
"Hey, maybe walking away from it will get us there and avoid the zombies!"
Lindy
"That... almost makes sense."
Etris
"Well, what are we waiting for?"
Kaval
"Okay, let's go." I go.
Etris
As do I.
Lindy
I follow along.
John
I'll go with the group.
Ephesos
...er, which way is everyone going?
Lindy
Away from the forest.
Etris
The passage that leads away from the forest.
Kaval
The opposite direction from the forest, if possible.
Ephesos
That would take you back down the way you came in.
Kaval
Okay.
Lindy
We're hoping that turning around will bring the forest to us.
Conall
Yeah, lets not go back the way we came.
Ephesos
Of the three other exits, one appears to lead to the forest. The other two snake off in other directions.
Kaval
"We could try going toward the forest again, but like I said, last time we did that it got father away."
Etris
"Then again, we were also being pelted by fish at the time."
"And were having to run for our lives."
Kaval
"The fish-rain stopped, and by now the birds are probably full."
Lindy
"Well if we can't get closer to the forest let's vote left or right."
"I vote left. Just so we can get somewhere."
Kaval
"Eh, left, I guess."
Etris
"Whichever way you think is best."
Conall
"I'll let you lead the way - I just don't see how going back will help"
Ephesos
You head left, and find that the passageway slopes downward rather quickly. Large patches of yellow fungus line the walls.
Eventually, you come to a five-way intersection.
Etris
Can I examine the fungus?
Lindy
Is there anything that stands out in any of the intersections or their passageways?
Ephesos
The fungus is mostly a flat patch of yellow, but it bears several stalks that seem to be topped with eyes.
Each of the passages looks pretty much like the others.
Etris
Can I take an eyestalk or two?
John
I'll prod an eye with a stick.
Conall
Can we talk and see if its alive first?
Lindy
Might not want to touch it.
At least not with your hands.
Conall
If it is, and you still insist on pulling it's eyes off, it's only fair we trade them for yours. :-D
Lindy
Of course, fungus is alive. We can see if it's sentient though.
Ephesos
John pokes it with a stick, and the stalk immediately retracts, hiding the eye amid the base patch.
Conall
Thats what I meant.
Ephesos
The fungus releases a yellowish cloud of spores into the passageway.
Kaval
I run back the way we came.
John
Run!
Ephesos
Etris and John, roll please.
Lindy
"Run! I bet it's poisonous."
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Ephesos
Etris manages to John out of the way, but John is caught in the cloud as it settles to the ground. It smells faintly of tar, and it makes you feel sluggish.
John loses one Stamina, and the cloud disperses.
Lindy
"We better not take any eye stalks."
Etris
Can I try to gather up some of the spores? It might be useful as a weapon.
John
"I wouldn't try."
Lindy
"It's up to you. I'm not touching it."
Conall
"Sorry, fungus. Can you understand me?"
Ephesos
The fungus does not respond.
Etris
Nevermind. I don't have anything to store the spores in.
Ephesos
You can try to gather spores, but you're not skilled at it.
Etris
Oh.
In that case, I'll go for it.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Ephesos
What are you doing with the spores?
Etris
Gathering them up for later use.
Ephesos
Well, but where are you keeping them?
Etris
A pocket in my robes.
Lindy
"Don't touch them with your hands."
"Here have a strip of cloth."
Ephesos
You manage (somehow) to get a handful of spores into your robe, without any adverse effects.
Etris
"Now let's just hope that they don't fly out."
"Alright, which way?"
Kaval
"Should we keep going?"
Conall
"Yes. Which way?"
Lindy
"There are five ways to go... I say pinki finger."
Kaval
"Okay. . . .um, which hand?"
Etris
"Why not straight-ahead?"
Lindy
"We could go straight, too, but pinki finger means the first passage on the right."
"So I guess my right hand... since I'm right handed and stuff."
Etris
"I trust your judgement. You've apparently gotten farther than I in this maze."
Lindy
"I'm just trying to prompt a decision. How about we roll for it? 1d5?"
Etris
"You have a five-sided die?"
Conall
"Lets just go straight-on, or as close to it as we can"
Kaval
"You brought a five-sided die to our raid on a goblin village?"
"I say straight on."
Lindy
"I stole it from the goblin camp."
"They had some weird board games."
Kaval
I go straight.
Lindy
I follow Conall as he heads straight down the passage.
Etris
I start marching down the passage straight ahead.
John
I'll follow the rest.
Ephesos
The passage continues sloping downward, and it banks sharply to the right. The yellow fungus becomes more dense, and you can feel the stalks turning to watch as you pass.
John
"I've got a bad feeling about this."
Ephesos
Eventually, you reach a dead end.
Lindy
"I don't like the looks of this."
Etris
"Alright, we'll just head back, then."
Kaval
"Yes, let's do it quickly."
Lindy
I hurry backwards.
Etris
I head back.
John
I turn and run back.
Kaval
Me too.
Ephesos
You return to the intersection. Strangely, there are only two other passages now.
Kaval
Is one of them the one we originally came in by?
John
Check for fake walls.
Ephesos
Both of them look alike. You can't tell.
John starts dragging his hat along the wall, making sure not to disturb any fungus.
Etris
"Let's head down another one, and quickly. I don't like this fungus."
Kaval
"I think we should let John finish first. These could be more dead ends."
Ephesos
The walls here seem normal.
Etris
Is it possible to climb up on the walls?
John
You'd have to touch the fungus.
Lindy
"I want to go left again."
Kaval
"Sure, why not?"
Etris
"Sounds a good of plan as any."
I head left.
Conall
I'll go with the crowd.
John
Left.
Lindy
Follow.
Kaval
Me too.
Ephesos
Going left takes you to another dead end, but this patch of wall is bare, surrounded by fungus.
Conall
Is it real?
Kaval
I check.
Ephesos
The wall is solid.
John
Then let's take the last passage.
Lindy
"Do we want to try to climb over it?
"Or break it down or something?"
Etris
"It's an option..."
John
"Is there any fungus on it?"
Kaval
"It can't hurt to look over." I climb up.
Conall
We could go back and see what happens
Etris
I cover my nose and face in case he distrubs fungus.
Lindy
"Yeah, and have this passage way disappear on us like the others did."
Ephesos
Kaval climbs up the wall, and you all breathe a sigh of relief as he fails to disturb any fungus.
Lindy
"What do you see?"
Ephesos
From the top of the wall, you can see that most of the passages in this area have a lot of fungus in them. Occasional dead trees dot the landscape.
Kaval
"Nothing too interesting. More trees and fungus."
Etris
"Let's head back. There's no use risking disturbing the fungus if all we get is more fungus."
I head back down the passageway.
Kaval
"I guess we might as well." I climb back down and head back.
Lindy
Follow.
Ephesos
You head back down the passageway, and encounter a dead end.
Etris
"Is it just me, or is everything suddenly closing in on us?"
Lindy
Wait a minute...
Etris
"Actually..."
"Is it possible we're all getting effected by spores, and we just don't know it?"
Lindy
"Or maybe the walls are appearing when we step on certain stones."
Kaval
"Either of those could be, but what would we do about it?"
Lindy
Is there any fungus on this wall?
Conall
"Well, we should check the floor to see if there are any stones that look weird"
Ephesos
This wall is also covered with fungus.
Conall
(I'll do that)
Lindy
"I'll stay here to see if the wall moves."
Ephesos
Roll for... hm. Artifice.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Conall
Haha
Ephesos
As Conall scrutinizes the floor, he accidentally brushes up against a patch of fungus. The familiar yellow spores puff out as the stalks retract, catching him unawares.
Conall loses one stamina.
The floor seems unremarkable.
Conall
"You know, it's probably not the fungus, or some clever mechanism, it's just the maze. Lets go back and see if anything has opened up there."
Etris
I head back to the other end of the passage.
Kaval
I follow.
Ephesos
The wall is still there, devoid of fungus.
Etris
I try to divine if the wall has any special properties.
Ephesos
The wall is still unremarkable.
Etris
"Oh, screw this."
Conall
"We're going to have to climb it and drop onto the other side"
Etris
Hit the wall with a blast of force.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Ephesos
Etris, frustrated, unleashes a mighty blast of force at the wall. However, he forgets that he's in an enclosed space with a bunch of fungus. The over-powered blast disturbs several patches of fungi, filling the corridor with spores.
Everyone loses 1 stamina.
Lindy
"Can't go under it, can't gon around it, must go over it."
Conall
"Gee, thanks..."
I'm going over it.
Kaval
*cough* "Every time you do that it ends up hurting me!"
I wait for Conall, then follow.
Etris
Is the wall down?
Ephesos
The passage on the other side of the wall looks very similar to the one you came from. It hooks sharply to the left up ahead.
The wall is still standing.
It's a wall.
Etris
(Unremarkable, my butt.)
Climb over it.
Conall
I'll climb. As soon I'm up, I'll help whoever is next.
Lindy
I ask for someone to help me over.
Ephesos
You all make it over the wall without any further incident.
Etris
I explore down the passage.
(I figure, if there's something dangerous, it's a way to repay for the stamina I just cost.)
Kaval
I follow Etris. "We should stick together, in case the walls change again."
Ephesos
The air grows still and quiet as you continue down the passage. Occasional dead trees cast shadows over the ground.
There is no noise other than the sound of your footsteps.
Etris
"Well this is eerie."
Lindy
*cough*
Kaval
"It's too quiet. I'm taking a look around." I climb the next tree.
Ephesos
The corridor swerves left and right, as Lindy's cough echoes around the maze.
Roll it, Kaval.
Lindy
I start to hum a quiet melody.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Etris
Is there fungus here?
Ephesos
There's fungus everywhere, you realize, as Kaval flings himself up into the branches of another tree.
Luckily, he does not disturb any fungus.
Kaval
"Hmm, nothing dangerous. We're much closer to that forest, but there's a big wall between us and it."
Etris
"Let's head for it."
Kaval
"I say we go toward it. There could be a door or something."
Etris
Keep my sword at the ready. This quiet is disquieting.
Lindy
I thought there was only one way to go anyway.
Kaval
"Eh, good point."
I climb back down, carefully.
Ephesos
You continue down the corridor, and sure enough, a huge stone wall rises up out of nowhere.
Lindy
I sing. ~Hi ho, hi ho, it's down the passage we go. To meet our fate, we shant be late. Hi, ho. Hi, ho.~
Ephesos
The song echoes weirdly off of the fungus. The return echoes come at irregular intervals, distorting the melody.
As you approach it, you notice three doors set into the stone.
Kaval
"This is puzzling."
Lindy
I knock on the door in the middle.
Etris
I examine the doors.
Ephesos
The doors are interesting, in that each one bears a huge door-knocker in the shape of a human face.
There is no knob or latch that you can see on any of the doors.
Conall
Can we get Cumulo to alignment check them all?
Lindy
Cumulo is not here.
We left him back with the fish.
Conall
Yeah, I thought he was tagging on. Nevermind.
Kaval
"Hi, doors. Which of you should we go through?"
Ephesos
The door on the right clears its throat. You can see the human face moving.
"Well, that depends."
Kaval
To the knocker on the right: "It depends?"
Lindy
"What does it depend on?"
Ephesos
"Well yes, of course it depends. It depends on where you want to go."
Conall
"Well, where do you all lead?"
Kaval
". . . that's a good point."
Lindy
"I want to go home. Don't suppose one of you lead there?"
Ephesos
The knocker in the middle speaks.
"Oh just get on with it, you drag everything out."
Conall
"if this is one of those "that one lies, and this one tells the truth every other question" sticks, I'm out"
Ephesos
"One of us always lies, one of us always tells the truth, and one of us spits fire at people who ask smart-ass questions."
"You get one question."
"You get one door."
The knocker in the middle smirks.
John
"One question each?"
Lindy
"Well I can already tell that the door on the left spits fire."
Kaval
"John, you twit, that's a question!"
Etris
*facepalm*
Ephesos
"You only get one question for the whole group."
Kaval
"Okay, guys. Nobody do anything stupid. Let's talk this over very carefully."
John
"I'm not even with these guys! We just met!" (Bluff)
Ephesos
John, roll the bluff.
The knocker on the right chortles.
Lindy
"Unless the door in the middle is lying about the "One of us always lies, one of us always tells the truth, and one of us spits fire at people who ask smart-ass questions." bit.
Ephesos
"Choooose wisely!"
The knocker on the right smiles pleasantly.
"So, where are you all going?"
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Ephesos
"Awfully pleasant day for a walk."
Conall
I have the perfect question. We should just ask (and I'll whisper this so the doors dont hear) "which door would Jareth use if he wanted to leave the labyrinth".
Ephesos
The center door spits a small, burning rock, catching John on the shoulder. It deals 1 point of damage.
John
"Augh."
Kaval
"But that won't tell us which knocker is lying."
John
"Hey, now we know which one spits fire. You're welcome."
Etris
"Yes!"
Conall
Wait, which one said that it was a pleasant day for a walk. He's clearly lying. :p
Kaval
"Not necessarily. Pleasantness is subjective."
Etris
"We don't know what his idea of pleasant is, though."
Kaval
"Plus, the fish-storm didn't make it this far. Maybe it's been nice and sunny all day."
John
"Door's don't even walk."
Lindy
I whisper, "Why not ask one if 2+2 is 4?"
Etris
Whisper "Because we only get that question, and it doesn't lead us anywhere on what's behind it."
Ephesos
The knocker on the left starts to snore, its eyes closed.
Kaval
"Wait, wait, I've heard something like this before. We ask one of them what the other would say."
"But I only know the two-door solution."
Lindy
Whisper "Then we ask the other door which door to go through. If we know if it's lying or not, we know whether to take it's advice."
Etris
Whisper "We only get one question!"
Ephesos
The center knocker sneers.
"What are you all whispering about?"
Etris
"Your odd hairdo."
Lindy
Whisper "Not one question from each door?"
Kaval
"We're trying to decide on a question."
Etris
Whisper "No"
Ephesos
The center knocker spits another chunk of burning rock at Etris, dealing one point of damage.
Kaval
"I'm not sure why everyone else is whispering, since that's exactly what you expect us to, but hey, this guys aren't terribly sharp."
John
I go up to the door on the left and tell it "You're not even a door, you're an eggplant!"
Etris
"They're going to count that as a question. I bet on it."
Ephesos
The left knocker awakes with a start, and the center knocker spits another burning rock at John, dealing one point of damage. The left knocker sounds scandalized.
"I'm not a door, I'm just the knocker!"
Kaval
"Well, that sounds like the truth to me."
Etris
(So, do we ask the door on the left whether we want to go down it?)
John
Whisper: "Great, now that I've taken two for the team, ask the truth door which one leads... to wherever we were going."
Conall
whisper: no, why not ask where they all lead? we get all the info from one question
Etris
Whisper "Good point. You want to do it?"
John
"Someone else should, I think they hate me thoroughly now."
Conall
To the left knocker: "Could you tell us where each of these three doors lead, please?"
Ephesos
The left knocker clears its... throat?
"Oh, certainly."
"Well, the door behind me leads to the outside of the Labyrinth."
John
"Sweet."
Ephesos
"The center door leads to Jareth's Castle."
John
"Boo."
Lindy
"We can't go back outside, though. Then we'd be right back where we started."
Conall
"No, lets kick his glam-ass."
Ephesos
"The right door leads to the outside of the labyrinth as well."
Conall
"Also, Lindy makes a good point. We want to go home, not outside the labyrinth"
Ephesos
The center knocker speaks again.
"So, which door?"
Etris
(Phew, I thought it was going to leave it at "Oh certainly.")
Kaval
(Me too)
Conall
(me too :p)
Kaval
"Guys, we've already been outside the Labyrinth, and there's nothing out there. Maybe the best thing is to go to the castle."
Lindy
"Might as well go to the center one. Worst case scenario, we end up outside again."
Conall
"Agreed"
Etris
"I'll just follow the group."
Kaval
"We want the center door, please."
Ephesos
"Alright, it's your funeral."
The center knocker laughs as the door swings open.
Lindy
I walk through.
Kaval
Me too.
Etris
I follow near the back of the group.
John
Yes I go too.
Ephesos
Beyond the door, there's a tunnel. A few small torches light the way.
Etris
"Perhaps someone should take one of these torches?"
Lindy
"Go right ahead."
Kaval
I take one.
John
"I love torches." I grab one too.
Etris
I grab one as well.
Kaval
"You never know when you'll need to set someone on fire."
John
"Or make a flaming... hat."
Ephesos
Suddenly, the door slams shut.
Somehow, the knocker is on this side of the door now.
Lindy
"I sure hope no one accidentally sets one of us on fire."
Kaval
"I sure hope we picked the right door."
Ephesos
The knocker cackles obscenely, contorting its face in unsettling ways.
Kaval
"That's pretty rude, you know."
Ephesos
"Guess what? We all lie!"
John
"I hate that thing, can we go?"
Ephesos
It continues laughing as the floor collapses beneath you.
Kaval
I grab at the wall.
Etris
I just try to land safely.
John
I try to land on the biggest of our warriors.
Conall
"Oi!"
Lindy
I cast a protection spell on the way down.
Ephesos
Lindy, you're unable to concentrate as you tumble through the air.
John
How soft does Lindy look?
Lindy
Boo... I push away from John with my staff.
Conall
And how far are we falling that we can talk whilst plummeting? :p
John
I think it's just been funny gesture so far.
No actual talking. :p
Ephesos
You all land in a pile of rubble. Damage goes thusly: Lindy takes 2, Conall takes 4, Etris takes 4, Kaval takes 4, and John takes 4.
Etris
"OW!"
Ephesos
Lindy lands on top of John, somehow.
Conall
"Heh, that's karma for you!"
John
I take it we both failed our rolls, as she was pushing away from me.
"Ow."
Kaval
"Next time we meet a talking door, we're burning it."
Lindy
Well, are we hurt enough for a heal all? A couple are down to 5."
John
Four here.
Etris
"I'd say so."
Lindy
I cast heal all and request a rest before continuing.
Ephesos
Lindy spends three Stamina to heal the group back to full.
Etris
Do we have the torches?
Kaval
Apart from rubble, what's down here?
Lindy
I huff and puff and trail at the back of the pack for a while wherever we go.
Ephesos
You recover your torches, which are still smoldering. You manage to bring them back to life, and they cast a dim light in the room.
You're in a relatively small room with rough-cut stone walls.
Conall
Any doors?
Ephesos
You spot one exit, with a torchlit passage leading somewhere.
The pile of rubble starts slowly drifting back up to fill the hole you fell through.
Kaval
"I wouldn't mind resting. This place looks fairly safe."
Etris
"I'll keep watch."
Ephesos
There's also a small, robed figure sitting at the base of the wall.
Lindy
"Hello."
Ephesos
The figure slowly shuffles towards the torchlit passageway, and then exits the room.
John
I follow him.
Kaval
I chase him.
Etris
I'm in fairly good shape, so I'll follow him too.
John
I mean, there's only the one exit, might as well.
Ephesos
So is everyone following?
Conall
Yes
Lindy
Sure. I don't want to be alone.
Ephesos
You pass into the corridor, and walk a short way before you almost trip over the robed figure.
It appears to be holding a small tin cup.
"Spare some change for a poor soul?"
Etris
"Unfortunately, I don't have any coins..."
"Want a sunfish?"
John
I check to see if there is anything in the cup.
Ephesos
The fish smells, rather a lot. The figure shies away, as John notices that the cup is empty.
Kaval
"I have some glass, and some old rags, and two sharpened bones, but you can't have those. I used to have a club, but it got turned into a fish."
"Not that fish John is holding, a different fish."
John
"This guy is worthless, lets get out of here."
Etris
"Uh... My name is Etris."
Ephesos
"Ah, you would say that, wouldn't you."
The figure doffs its cloak, and stands up until it fills the corridor. It's Jareth.
Lindy
I curtsy respectfully like one should do for a king.
John
I grovel in fear of the powerful magician.
At his feet.
Etris
I stand ready, not making a hostile move but keeping a hand near my weapon.
Kaval
I notice Lindy, and bow.
Ephesos
"You would say that, you who can't even have the good grace to die quickly. You, who killed my octopus."
"You've invaded my realm."
John
"It was the warrior! I likes the octopus!"
Ephesos
"Don't bow, it looks disgusting."
Lindy
"Your Majesty, we'd really like to go home. If we wander much longer in your realm, we're bound to kill something else. Please won't you send us home?"
Ephesos
"I think not."
Conall
"We didn't invade - we arrived accidentally, and all we want is to leave."
Ephesos
"Ah, but you forget. I cannot let you leave."
John
"Too weak?"
"Don't have the power?"
Kaval
"What if we left one of ourselves behind, as a hostage for the others' silence?"
Lindy
"Why can't you let us leave?"
Lindy
At Kaval, "You just volunteered."
Conall
"I do think that this ...conjuror is more bluff than action."
Ephesos
Jareth absentmindedly flicks his left wrist, and a bolt of ice strikes John's breastplate, dealing 6 damage as the shards dig into his flesh.
"If you plan to live any longer, I'd advise against insulting me."
He produces another trio of glass balls and begins juggling them.
John
Oh, I have a breastplate. And, "Ahhhgrahagg."
Kaval
"So that's a "no" to my hostage idea, then? Because I'm pretty sure Cumulo is still around here somewhere."
Lindy
I back away from the balls.
Etris
"What do you want... Jareth, is it?"
Kaval
"And I, for one, could not bear to risk anything happening to him, my brother in arms."
John
I crawl away down the hall in agony.
Ephesos
"I stopped paying attention to your friend after he was knocked unconscious by a mackerel."
John comes to a flat brick wall where the entrance used to be.
Conall
"Well, Jareth, what is it you want with us then?"
Ephesos
"I want you to hurry up and die."
Etris
"Surely that's not all."
Ephesos
Jareth hurls a glass ball down to the end of the corridor (near John), and disappears.
Kaval
I dive for cover.
Ephesos
(You're in a narrow passageway with brick walls. There is no cover.)
John
I cover my face with my hat.
Lindy
I begrudgingly cast a protection spell on us all.
Etris
I spot the others trying to hide and make a run for it.
Ephesos
The ball comes to rest less than a foot in front of John's face, making a loud whirring sound.
Kaval
I notice that my dive didn't really do much, get up, and run. :P
Ephesos
Lindy spends one stamina.
John
I cover it up with a hat.
That'll at least hold smoke or butterflies in.
Maybe.
Conall
I'm going to press myself against the side of one of the walls.
John
I sit on my hat. over the ball.
Lindy
"I am not cleaning that wound..."
Etris
"What are you, trying to hatch it?"
Ephesos
The whirring grows louder, and the hat explodes in a shower of razors and spinning blades. When the dust settles, you can spot a small machine where the hat used to be. It appears to be assembling itself from thin air...
John
Ow, my butt.
Ephesos
John takes two damage and is knocked back towards the group as he is savaged by razors.
Conall
Have any exits opened up?
John
"That's what I get for trying to help you guys all the time."
Ephesos
As far as you can see, the only way is forward.
Lindy
I stumble forward not willing to heal John... yet.
John
"Carry me, Conall?"
Conall
"Aww, jeez..."
Ephesos
The machine slowly grows until it fills the entire passageway. From this side, it resembles a huge drill with a network of gears and spinning blades around it. It starts moving towards you, carrying itself on a set of spidery metal legs.
Conall
You've got 2 health left man, carry yourself.
John
Seeing the machine, I have a sudden burst of energy, and I run... what are the options again?
Ephesos
The options are forward.
Lindy
I press on the side wall as I go hoping to find a secret passage.
Etris
Swears very loudly.
Kaval
I stop running, and go back to help the rest of the group.
Conall
Does anybody know anything about machines?
Etris
*raises hand*
John
The machine is forward, correct?
Ephesos
The machine is back.
John
Forward!
I run, in the lead, for once.
Lindy
"I could try to blast it with goodness... if we can't get away."
Kaval
(You're not in the lead. Etris took off and hasn't stopped yet :P)
Ephesos
The machine starts advancing towards you, moving much quicker than you would expect from such a complex machine.
Conall
OKay, lets all run, and if you want to try and figure out if the machine has a weak spot Etris, go nuts.
Etris
Alright. I stop, turn around, and try to figure out if it has any weak points.
Ephesos
Go ahead and roll for Artifice.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Ephesos
You are far too terrified to spot any weak points. It looks nearly invincible.
Lindy
I hope Etris doesn't get himself killed.
John
I run past him, hoping the three other bodies will gum up the machine if I'm not fast enough.
Kaval
I throw a spear at the gears.
Ephesos
The spear is instantly annihilated by the whirling blades, as the machine continues to advance.
Kaval
"Well, that's enough for me. Run!"
Etris
Run, try to put some ground between me and it.
Kaval
I follow Etris.
Lindy
I run as fast as I can...
Ephesos
You sprint down the passage, but aren't able to put any more distance between it and you.Up ahead, you notice that the passage comes to an abrupt halt at a dead end.
Etris
"Not good!"
Kaval
How high is the ceiling?
Conall
"Look up and down for trapdoors"
Lindy
Same height as the machine...
John
I'll run into the wall, hoping for a secret door or illusion.
Lindy
I attempt to blast the machine.
Etris
I spin around and strike it with the biggest blast of force I can muster.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 6-sided die: 6
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Ephesos
The two blasts bounce harmlessly off of the drill.
The ceiling is ten feet up. It is just as featureless as the rest of the passage.
Etris
(Bad dice! Bad!)
Conall
Is there anything on the ground?
Ephesos
There are some bones on the ground.
Conall
How tall is the machine?
Kaval
I grab a bone, and throw it at one of the drill's legs.
Ephesos
The machine fills the passageway. As Kaval flings a bone at its legs, a razor-tipped arm lashes out and snaps it in half.
Lindy
Is the floor made of dirt or stone?
Ephesos
Stone.
Conall
"Okay, everybody, search for secret passages in all the walls and floor"
Lindy
"I've been doing that since the beginning!"
John
I search, assuming I already checked the dead end.
Kaval
I search. "Etris, blast a wall!"
Etris
"I could bring the whole tunnel down on top of us!"
Ephesos
You all fan out and start scrabbling at the walls, hoping to find some irregularity. The machine advances relentlessly.
John
"Or on top of it?"
"Create some rubble Etris!"
Conall
...
Etris
"Maybe..."
Conall
"You too, Lindy, aim at the ceiling above it"
Ephesos
Suddenly, Kaval disappears from view.
Etris
I direct a force blast at the ceiling. Spend Stamina on it.
Lindy
I spend one stamina to try to blast the wall above the drill.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Etris
(Yeah!)
Ephesos
Both blasts bounce off of the ceiling. Some dust falls, but there is no immediate effect.
You hear a voice from where Kaval was standing.
Conall
I'm going to go over to where kaval was
Kaval
"Follow me!"
"Through the wall!"
John
"Saved!" I go through the wall.
Etris
Alright, I run through the wall where Kaval was standing.
Ephesos
John disappears from view, shortly followed by Conall.
Conall
I'll drag both lindy and etris through the wall with me
Lindy
I thank Conall with a giant huggle.
Ephesos
You all land in a heap, in a chamber coated in an inch of dust.
Lindy
And a whisker rub.
Kaval
What's in here?
Ephesos
The room is dominated by a large pit, maybe 20 feet across. The room itself is only 30 feet or so across.
There is one other door.
John
"Hmm, we could follow the blade machine from behind. It'll take care of any resistance along the way."
Kaval
"Or we could never, ever go near that thing again."
Ephesos
You hear a loud 'pop', and the sound of whirling blades stops.
John
"Fine then, you explore the pit."
Etris
"Why do I get a bad feeling all of a sudden?"
Kaval
"Wait. . . we went through a wall. And it's a drill."
Lindy
"I've always had a bad feeling here..."
John
"Go check it out?"
Etris
"I'll do it."
Lindy
"Does someone want to throw their torch down the pit to see how far it falls?"
John
"I'm keeping mine, it's in better shape than I am."
Etris
I'll toss mine down.
Kaval
"Maybe we should rest for a bit."
Ephesos
The torch falls, and falls, and finally goes out. You hear a splash.
Etris
"Yes. Let's rest in a tunnel with an angry digging machine. How could that possibly go wrong?"
Lindy
"I'd like that. If this seems like a good place."
Kaval
"Well, we could walk around to the other side of the pit. That way, if the drill starts up again, we'll have some warning first."
Etris
"I think that's a good idea regardless of whether we rest."
Ephesos
John loses 2 Stamina as he continues to lose blood from his wounds.
John
"Augh. Healer lady?"
Lindy
"Well... Maybe I want you to die."
"You are a pain in the petutie!"
John
"Remember that time I broke your fall for you? And saved everyone from the explody blades ball?"
Conall
"Just heal him."
Kaval
I start walking around the edge of the pit. "He also draws fire away from the rest of us!"
Lindy
"Fine... " I heal John. But I don't like doing it.
Conall
"You can make him your slave, though, if you want."
Etris
I walk around the edge of the pit to the door.
Lindy
"I doubt he'd make a very good slave."
Ephesos
John is healed to 5, and the bleeding stops. No Stamina cost to Lindy.
Conall
I walk to the far side of the pit with the others.
John
"Aw, weak!"
Etris
"She just healed you, and you're insulting her healing capability?"
Ephesos
The far side of the pit looks rather a lot like the close side of the pit, aside from the door.
Lindy
"Beggers can't be choosers... Be glad I don't kick you into this pool."
Etris
"That's still an option."
John
"Couldn't be worse than ending up as your cushion."
Ephesos
You hear a series of clicks and whirrs, and then a 'pop'.
Lindy
"Are you calling me fat?"
Kaval
I try to open the door.
Etris
Run a perception. I want to listen for where that's coming from.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Ephesos
The sound is coming from the fake wall.
Etris
"Guys, I think we need to move."
John
"Our bladed friend might be getting lonely out there."
Etris
Assist Kaval in opening the door.
Ephesos
Kaval opens the door, revealing a pitch-black void. It's dotted with stars.
Etris
"Whoa..."
Lindy
"Cool!"
Kaval
I move carefully to the edge of the pit. What are the sides of it like?
Ephesos
The edges of the pit are steep. The floor just drops off into the darkness.
Lindy
"I think the door is just an illusion. Jareth seems to be good at that."
John
"Go on through then!"
Conall
"Someone throw something through the door to find out."
Etris
"Will the sunfish work?"
Kaval
"Sure."
Etris
I throw the Sunfish through the door.
Ephesos
The sunfish flies through the door, and falls into the starry void.
Etris
"Wow. I actually feel a bit sorry for that fish."
Conall
"It was dead. And also smelly."
John
I take out my fish, but instead I gut it with my razor hat and make a fish-hat out of it.
Lindy
"Eww..."
Ephesos
The fish-hat smells terrible.
Etris
I stare at John incredulously. Then I draw my sword and prepare for a fight.
Lindy
"Hey!! I just got done healing him."
Kaval
"John, if you and that drill got into a fight, I'm not sure who I'd root for."
Conall
I start searching walls to see if any of them are fake.
John
Hay Kaval, can I borrow those rags you got from that ice monster?"
Lindy
Did the sunfish make any sound like it landed somewhere?
Kaval
"Sure thing." I give them.
I search walls too, going in the opposite direction around the pit.
John
I put on the rags, as my other clothes got all messed up when my last hat exploded.
Ephesos
The sunfish did not make a sound. And the walls appear to be solid.
John
"Hey wizard, weren't you going to check outside?"
Etris
"Do you not hear those blades?"
"Check for yourself if you want to get decapitated."
John
"My perception has failed me before..."
"Pit then?"
"Can't be that bad."
Lindy
You first John.
Etris
"Ah..."
"I'll pass on the watery pit."
Kaval
"I like this starry void better than the pit."
John
"Hmm, stardoor, bladeshall, or waterpit."
"Vote on it?"
"I vote pit."
Conall
"The starry void."
"I really hope it's just an illusion."
Lindy
"Um... I vote we let John go down in the pit to see if there's a way out."
Etris
"I vote we let John do that as well."
John
"I vote no?"
Kaval
"I vote for the void. We should make sure the drill's actually coming first, though."
Lindy
"Two against one, John. The people have spoken."
John
"Two voted void, though! It's a tie!"
Lindy
I push John into the pit.
Ephesos
John can roll to keep his balance.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Lindy
"Oops clumsy me..."
John
Oh, dear.
Ephesos
With a gentle shove, Lindy pushes John over the edge of the pit. He falls in, and his torch perfectly illuminates the confused look on his face.
John
"I'll get you for this healerrrrrrr!"
Ephesos
Eventually, you hear a splash, and the torch goes out.
Conall
"Are you mad?!"
Kaval
"Why did you do that?"
Lindy
"Yes, yes I am..."
Etris
"You know, I've been called immoral all my life. After seeing this, I'm not sure I deserve the title."
Lindy
"What do you see down there, John?"
Conall
"John! Can you hear me down there?"
John
"Cold! Dark!"
Lindy
"He wanted to go down in the pit. I just helped him over the edge."
"Is there a way out?"
Etris
Cast light down into the pit to help John see.
Ephesos
A beam of light shines from Etris's shortsword into the pit.
It illuminates John paddling around in the water.
Kaval
"John, is there anything down there?"
John
"Uh..."
"No."
Perception?
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
John
"Yeah, no."
"I seem to be trapped... in a pit of water."
I'll try testing the wall as per usual.
Conall
"You could also dive down and test the floor or something."
"Do we have any rope? Do we have any rags left that could make a rope?"
John
I'll also try diving down as far as I can if the walls yield nothing.
Kaval
"Our only rags were on John."
Lindy
"I have the fabric I tore off my dress. We could probably tear it into more strips to make it longer."
Ephesos
You estimate that it's about fifty feet down to where John is.
Conall
"I doubt that will be enough."
John
"Walls are solid." Gonna try diving now.
I come back to the surface gasping for air. "Yeah, really deep."
"After all the stuff I've been through, I really didn't think this was how it was gonna end."
Etris
"Ah, for the love of..."
Lindy
"And you voted for us all to enjoy a watery grave?"
John
"Come on Jareth, it's gonna take me forever to die down here."
Ephesos
John loses one stamina as he continues paddling.
John
"Then again..."
"Good luck with the star door, guys."
"I'll be fine down here." (Bluff)
Ephesos
The bluff fails.
Lindy
The healer realizes what she has done and sniffs. "Sorry I pushed you, John. I'll come back for you if I can."
Kaval
"We can't just leave him! Well, I mean, we can, but we probably shouldn't. If we ever actually need a hat salesman we'll feel pretty dumb."
John
I take off a razor hat and attempt to drive it into the wall.
Then another and attempt to drive it into the wall above the first one.
Lindy
Roots for John to climb the wall with his hats.
Ephesos
From the water, John is unable to get enough force behind the hats to drive them into the wall.
John
"Oh..."
Kaval
"Have you tried climbing out?"
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Ephesos
Etris grunts with effort, and points his shortsword at the water.
John
"Yeah, I can't reach that. Thanks for the thought though?"
Ephesos
A spectral hand appears, and it closes around John.
John
"Ahhh! A spectral hand is trying to kill me!"
Ephesos
Slowly but surely, the hand lifts John out of the pit, depositing him on the edge of the pit. Etris burns 3 Stamina in the process.
Etris
*gasp* "You owe me, John."
Lindy
I hug John. "I'm so sorry."
John
"It's okay guys, I beat the hand and got myself out of the pit." (Bluff)
Ephesos
Roll it.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
John
I embrace Lindy, "I knew you couldn't resist me, baby."
Ephesos
John loses one stamina as he tries to strike a brave pose, instead of just collapsing to the ground.
Lindy
I give John a whisker rub, too.
John
"Ooo, kinky."
Kaval
"Man, that drill sure is taking its time."
Lindy
"Okay, now I really think we all need a rest."
Etris
"I'd love to, but with that drill out there, I think that's a bad idea."
Kaval
"Well, we might as well try. We'll see it coming if it ever actually gets here."
John
"Fighter, you haven't done anything in a while, how about you check the hall?"
Kaval
"Wait, who is "Fighter?" Am I "Fighter?" Is Conall "Fighter?"
Ephesos
...yeah, nobody in the party goes by "Fighter".
John
(I know that, John was just being disrespectful.)
Kaval
(And also vague.)
Etris
"John, something to remember."
Conall
"Do we want to try the starry void now?"
Etris
"I took you out of that pit.
"I can put you back in."
John
"I don't know, you look pretty beat from that last spell."
"Oh, yeah, though, I vote starry void."
Etris
"Sure. Who goes first?"
John
"I went first last time."
"Technically."
Lindy
"Does that mean we can't rest first?"
Conall
"We could all jump through at once."
Kaval
"Well, Lindy has some bad karma to work off..."
Etris
"And all die at once if it's truly empty."
John
"Hey Lindy, can you see anything out there? My perception isn't very good."
I push Lindy into the void.
Boot to the keister.
Lindy
I peer over the edge. and whimper as John pushes me from behind.
Ephesos
...okay, DM stepping in here for a moment. Are you actually doing that, John?
John
I am.
Ephesos
Is anyone going to attempt to do anything to stop John from doing this?
Kaval
(SD, when the DM asks a question like that, it's a freaking hint. :P)
Etris
I will.
Kaval
Yeah, I try to stop John.
It's what I usually do.
John
I honestly thought it was the only way.
I was gonna jump in after her.
Our destinies are intertwined, after all. ;)
Ephesos
You restrain John, and pull Lindy back from the edge of the doorway. A potion falls out of her bag and falls into the void. You watch it fall for a while.
Lindy
"Nooooo!"
Kaval
"You have potions?"
Conall
I ponder the meaning of life after this odd experience. :P
Lindy
"I was saving them for dire straits..."
"Like if I got down to one energy and someone needed healing."
Etris
I hold John at sword-point. "You know what? Maybe I need to collect my debt from your flesh."
"Try it again. I dare you."
I back off.
Kaval
"Look, we're all clearly on edge. Maybe rest isn't such a bad idea."
Etris
"Actually, you know what? We need to stop screwing around. We are clearly getting nothing done in here."
"I am heading back out to deal with the machine."
Lindy
"I know I can't cast another group heal without collapsing with exhaustion."
Etris
"I'll let you know when it's dead."
(Etris is getting cranky at this point.)
John
"Good luck." (bluff)
Etris
I step back out into the hallway with the machine, a blast spell at the ready.
Ephesos
Bluff fails.
The hallway is empty.
Kaval
Bluff always fails.
Etris
"Huh."
Ephesos
(Bluff tends to fail against your fellow cohorts.)
Kaval
"What is it?"
Etris
"It disappeared."
John
(I got four points in that stat too!)
Kaval
"Really? Let me see!" I go out after him.
John
"Oh, right, hallway it is then!"
Lindy
"Well then, let's get out of this place."
Etris
"I said it disappeared. I didn't say we were safe."
Kaval
"Also, there's still no way out."
Did the drill cut a new passage?
Lindy
"Then let's check for another secret passage. There has to be SOME way out."
Ephesos
There is no other passage immediately visible. There's no sign of the drill either.
Kaval
"We could go look at where we fell in, I guess."
"Wait, no, that door was gone."
Etris
Advance slowly, keeping an eye out for an attack.
Lindy
I check all the walls as I walk back where we came from.
Kaval
I follow.
Ephesos
The walls appear to be normal, apart from the one leading to the room with the pit.
John
(Is the void officially a no-no?)
Conall
Yes.
Ephesos
(You can go through the void, but you've officially been warned.)
John
Well, having personally experienced the pit, I'm out of ideas.
Kaval
"Okay, seriously, rest. If experience is anything to go by we're going to have to fight a flying robot squid or suchlike in the much-to-near-future, which I am not doing if our healer is half-conscious."
Etris
"If you guys want to rest, rest. I'm keeping watch. That machine is not sneaking up on me."
Ephesos
Roll Perception.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Ephesos
You see Lindy shuffling around the passage.
Lindy
"I see a door, a door! Wait a minute... Now it's gone. NO there it is again! A door!"
Kaval
"Where was it?"
Lindy
"If I stand right here I can see it just over there."
John
"Open it?"
Ephesos
She points at a spot on the wall. It appears to be blank.
Kaval
I walk over to where she's standing and look.
Lindy
"Close your eyes, can you feel it?"
John
"Close our eyes to see the door?"
Ephesos
Sure enough, when you stand where Lindy was, you can see the door.
Conall
I open the door.
Ephesos
Behind the door, you see a torchlit passage descend a flight of stairs. It bends to the left a ways down the path.
(If the party still wants to rest, we can call it here.)
Kaval
Either way.
Lindy
"I definitely need a rest."
John
"I'm still pretty beat up. Maybe snuggling with the healer will give me some residual healing."
Conall
A rest would be good.
Etris
(I think we need to get out of these dungeons, but if everyone wants to rest and call it, I'm game)
Ephesos
Okay. Will people be keeping watch?
Kaval
I'm unhurt. I'll watch.
Conall
"I can keep watch. I'm not tired."
Lindy
I start to wonder if hugging John was a good thing or not.
Etris
I'd prefer to rest, since I'm a bit drained.
Kaval
"Or Conall can watch. All the same to me."
Ephesos
If anyone's watching, I need Perception rolls from them. And remember, taking a turn at watching means you get less rest.
Conall
I'll stand watch anyway.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Kaval
Okay, I'll rest with the others. I may need to climb something.
Ephesos
Okay. So Conall will keep watch, and nobody is helping?
Kaval
Right.
Etris
(Part of me wants to help, but at 4 stamina, I could use the rest)
Kaval
I could help, but what's the worst that could happen?
Etris
Giant digging machine attacks?
Lindy
Lindy's down to three and she uses stamina every time she heals someone so she's gonna be snoring in just a bit.
Kaval
I think Conall can see those coming.
Etris
Can he, though?
We just had our favorite digger disappear into thin air.
Ephesos
Common sense tells you that you're not going to get very good rest in a dark dusty corridor somewhere underground, for the record.
Lindy
"Wouldn't we wake up if a giant machine started rumbling towards us again?"
Kaval
"If you're insisting I help Conall watch, I can do it. Just don't blame me when I'm cranky tomorrow."
Etris
"You know, if that thing comes at us again, we need someone fully alert who can hurt the thing."
I'll help.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Lindy
Don't
Conall
"You're a mage. You use stamina like crazy."
Kaval
"Hey, you actually need rest."
Conall
"Rest."
Etris
"I'll still get rest."
Kaval
(Hey, I like that our group is so dysfunctional that we get into long arguments about who should and should not go to sleep. :P)
Lindy
I start singing Etris to sleep so he can get better rested.
Etris
"And I'll make sure we don't get a digging machine up our rears."
Kaval
"Fine, have it your way. While you're up, could you take this piece of glass and sharpen up another bone for me? I'm down to just one, and I like to have two."
Ephesos
You're out of glass, Kaval.
Kaval
I am? Dang.
Oh well, I'll make do.
... wait, isn't there another broken glass ball in the hallway?
Conall
"Good Lord."
Lindy
"Out of glass? Aw... I was gonna ask for a piece to shave with in the morning."
John
"Razor hat?"
Ephesos
There's no more glass.
Kaval
(If you don't want me to keep sharpening things, you shouldn't put so many bones everywhere. :P)
Lindy
"Heh, that'll work, John."
John
"I'll want it back when you're done, assuming that jungle on your face doesn't dull the edges too much."
Conall
"Kaval can stay awake or not. The rest of you need to go to sleep right now, or I swear I will club you unconscious."
Lindy
"I just hope it's sharp enough to get the job done."
Kaval
"Good enough for me." I go to sleep, for real, seriously this time.
Ephesos
Okay, so Conall keeps watch.
Etris
*cough*
Lindy
I lie down using John as a pillow and fall asleep.
Ephesos
For the record, everyone recovers 3 Stamina, except Conall and Kaval, who recover 2.
John is still wounded at 5 HP.
Conall
Sweet.
Etris
Yay.
Kaval
Oh, right, zombie arm.
Ephesos
And... end session.
